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eyes fail to respond and protect itself from the near infrared
illumination using the autonomic responses like blinking
and aversion often generated for the excessive visible
illumination. Therefore further advances are needed to
develop iris recognition technologies which can operate in
less constrained environment at increased standoff
distances and under visible illumination.

Abstract
Automated human identification at-a-distance, using
completely automated iris segmentation, is highly
challenging and has wide range of civilian and forensics
applications. Iris images acquired at-a-distance using
visible and infrared imaging are often noisy and suffer from
divergent spectral changes largely resulting from
scattering, albedo and spectral absorbance selectivity.
Therefore further research efforts are required to develop
feature extraction techniques which are more tolerant to
illumination changes and noise. This paper develops a new
approach for the automated recognition from such
distantly acquired iris images using sparse representation
of local Radon transform (LRT) based orientation features.
We model the iris representation problem as sparse coding
solution based on computationally efficient LRT dictionary
which is solved by widely studied convex optimization
approach/strategy. The iris recognition and verification
performance for the distantly acquired iris images are also
evaluated using baseline 1-D log-Gabor filter and
monogenic log-Gabor filter based approach. The
experimental results are reported on the publically
available UBIRIS V2, FRGC and CASIAV4-distance
databases. The achieved experimental results on
at-a-distance databases are highly promising and confirm
the usefulness of the approach.

Recent research efforts to achieve iris recognition from
visible wavelength illumination and from distantly
acquired images have delivered exciting results. The
research group at the University of Beira Interior, Portugal,
have released two versions of iris image databases which
have been acquired using visible illumination imaging
at-a-distance (4 to 8 meters), and organized NICE I [7] and
NICE II [8] competitions to promote research efforts in this
direction. There are now several quality publications that
detail various algorithms that were developed to segment
[4], [14] and more recently recognize [15], [17]-[18], [25],
iris images from acquired from such less-constrained
environment. Automated segmentation of such (noisy) iris
images is highly challenging as these images are often
accompanied by noise resulting from (multiple) source
reflection, defocus, eye glasses, and occlusions resulting
from pose, eyelash, hair and off-angle images. The
recognition of such visible illumination segmented iris
images is also highly challenging largely due to varying iris
pixel resolution, varying/low image contrast resulting from
varying iris pigmentation, illumination, scattering, albedo,
absorption selectivity and shadows. Therefore further
efforts are required to develop robust feature extraction and
matching strategies for visible illumination iris images that

1. Introduction
Human identification using automated iris recognition has
emerged as one of the most popular technologies for its
wide applications in national ID cards and immigration
control at border crossings. Iris texture in humans is known
to be highly unique, even in case of identical twins and
even between left and right eyes of an individual. Currently
deployed iris recognition technologies achieve remarkable
accuracies but operate on high quality images acquired
under near infrared illumination from close distances [4].
Some recently developed solutions are now commercially
available to identify subject’s at-a-distance. Sri
International has introduced iris-on-the-move (IOM)
system which can recognize iris from the stand-off distance
of three meters while subjects walk though near infrared
illumination panels. Excessive levels of near infrared
illumination can be hazardous for human eyes. Such
concerns are largely attributed to the fact that the human
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1.1. Ourr Work
This pap
per investigates a new appproach for roobust iris
recognition from visibble illuminatioon face imagess acquired
maging enviroonment. The developed
d
in less constrained im
approachh attempts to extract orientation specific
informatiion from thee randomly distributed
d
iriis texture
features which are commonly
c
obbserved in thhe visible
illuminattion iris imagges. Our featture extractionn scheme
exploits the sparse rrepresentationn of the finitte Radon
transform
m based local orientation innformation. The idea is
inspired from
f
the succeess of orientation informatioon in [21],
[22] and also for the irris recognitionn in [2], comp
putational
simplicityy of localizeed Radon traansform, and growing
success in
i sparse reprresentation of biometric feaatures [9],
[16], [233]. The similaarity between the query annd gallery
templatess is computted from thee minimum matching
distance that can acccount for thee commonly observed
variations resulting froom translationn and rotation of eyes in
mages. The iris recogniition and
distantly acquired im
verificatiion performannce from suchh distantly acqquired iris
images are
a also evaluuated using baseline 1-D log-Gabor
l
filter [133] based apprroach. We allso experimennted with
monogennic quadraturre filters [244] to ascerttain their
advantagge over 1-D
D log-Gabor filter basedd feature
extractionn. The experrimental resullts are reporteed on the
publicallyy available, UBIRIS
U
V2 [33], CASIA V4
V [6] and
FRGC [112] databases. The experim
mental results, both for
the veriffication and recognition, achieve siggnificantly
improvedd performancce over thosse from the baseline
approachhes and suggeest the expecctations from distantly
acquired iris imagess for surveiillance and forensics
applicatioons. We also present exxperimental results
r
to
ascertain the robusttness of thiis approach on two
conventioonal near infrrared iris dataabases, i.e., CASIA V3
and IITD
D V1, acquiredd at close distaances.
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Figure 1: Computing
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The solutioon to above problem can be
b generated by
b well
studied connvex optimizaation approacches detailed in the
literature. In
I this work we use fastt iterative shrrinkage
thresholdingg algorithm (FISTA) [26] as it is signifficantly
faster. The magnitude
m
of is empiricallly selected annd fixed
as
0.02
2 for all the eexperiments inn this paper. All the
negative
n clipped to zeeros and the reesulting
, 's are then
(clipped) cooefficients froom the same orientation of
o LRT
dictionary are
a added to compute
c
repreesentative orieentation
of the feaature
. The index
x of the do
ominant
,
orientation is binary encooded to extractt the feature teemplate.
wrapped
This processs is repeated for every patch in the unw
iris image to
t extract spaarse representtation of LRT
T based
localized orrientation detaails. This algo
orithm (for brright or
white pixelss) can be sum
mmarized as in the followingg;

The locaal texture infoormation from
m the distantlyy acquired
images is
i often visibble in furrowss, crypts, frecckles and
arching ligaments.
l
Thhe appearancee and contrasst of such
localizedd texture details is known too vary with thhe level of
iris pigm
mentation [3]-[4]. One possible
p
appproach to
representt the local diistribution off such random
m texture
constitueents is to com
mpute their spatial orientatiion across
multiple scales. Suchh spatial orieentation inform
mation is
popularlyy acquired using the convolution
with the
c
multiscalle and multtiorientation filters. How
wever the
convolutiion with suchh filters, e.g. Gabor
G
filters or second
Derivativve of Gaussiann, is computaationally expeensive and
thereforee we constructt an overcompplete dictionarry using a
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2.1. Generating Matching Scores
The matching scores between the two iris feature templates
R and T, with their corresponding masks MR and MT, is
generated similar manner as in the following [2]:
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We divide the template images, i.e. T(x, y), into disjoint
sub-regions which are matched using equation (6). Thus
our matching strategy [19] attempts to account the influence
of local image variations by matching the corresponding
template sub-regions with a small amount of shifting.
Therefore this approach is expected to be more robust
against the image variations which are more common in the
noisy iris images acquired using at-a-distance imaging.

Figure 2: Image samples from at-a-distance iris databases
along with their respective automatically generated iris
segmentation masks; FRGC in (a)-(b), UBIRISV2 in
(c)-(d), and CASIA V4 at-distance in (e)-(f).

3. Experiments

The FRGC dataset, which comprises of high
resolution still images, is also investigated to ascertain
matching performance. The images used in our
experiments are selected from the session 2002-269 to
2002-317 of ‘Fall2002’. We employed completely
automated approach for extracting left eye images from
FRGC face images using the same approach as detailed in
[10] or [14]. The iris diameters from the extracted eyes
using this dataset do not meet minimum requirement of 200
pixels suggested by ISO Standard ISO/IEC 19794-6 [11],
or even 140 pixels suggested in [5]. Therefore we
automatically removed those automatically detected
eye-pair regions which do not meet minimum size of 300 
150 pixels (determined empirically). The selection of
independent test images from 150 subjects and the details
on the employed training set are illustrated in table 2.

The experimental results from the proposed approach for
matching distantly acquired iris images are presented on
three publicly available databases; (i) UBIRIS V2 [3], (ii)
FRGC [6] and CASIA V4 [12]. The first two databases are
acquired using visible illumination imaging while the
CASIA V4 database is acquired at-a-distance but using
near infrared illumination. The performance of this
approach is also evaluated on publicly available CASIA V3
and IITD v1 databases.
The imaging distance for UBIRIS V2 database ranges
from 4-8 meters and we employed 1000 images from 171
subjects for the experiments. This dataset is same as
released for the NICE II competition [8]. The experimental
results are illustrated on the independent test data
consisting of 904 images from 152 subjects as illustrated in
table 2.
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We also employed CASIA V4 dataset which consists of
2567 iris images acquired from three meters of standoff
distance. Similar to FRGC dataset, the detection of faces
and eyes from this publicly available dataset was also
performed automatically and the resulting images were
employed for recognition experiments using the
independent test data from 131 subjects as summarized in
table 2.
We employed the approach detailed in [18] for the
automated segmentation of the iris images from the eye
images in the three dataset. Figure 2 illustrates the sample
iris/eye images from these three dataset and their respective
segmented results. The size of unwrapped iris images was
512  64 pixels for UBIRIS V2 and CASIA V4 database
while it was 256  32 pixels for FRGC database. We
employed leave-one-out strategy to ascertain average of
experimental results from the independent test data. This
approach generated 904 genuine and 136504 impostor
matching scores for UBIRIS V2, 500 genuine and 74500
impostor matching scores for FRGC, and 900 genuine and
122047 impostor scores from the experiments. The
parameters for the algorithm, i.e. the line width w and mask
size l, were automatically extracted from the independent
training data (table 2) and is detailed in Appendix A.

(a)

(b)

4. Results
The experimental results for the recognition experiments
are firstly presented using respective the cumulative match
characteristics
(CMC).
The
receiver
operating
characteristics (ROC) is employed is employed to evaluate
the verification performance and is also presented in the
following sections.

4.1 Results from the Recognition Experiments
The average cumulative match characteristics from the
recognition experiments using UBIRIS V2 database is
shown in figure 3 (a). This figure also illustrates the
corresponding performance when monogenic log Gabor
and 1-D log Gabor are employed for the verification
experiments. The template size for the 1-D log Gabor filters
is two bits per pixel while the monogenic (quadtature) log
Gabor filters log Gabor filters generate template size of
three bits per pixel. The matching distance between the
binarized iris image template for the monogenic log Gabor
is also be computed using the normalized Hamming
distance (like those for 1-D log Gabor filter based
approach).
The experimental results in figure 3 suggest that the
sparse representation of local orientation features can
achieve significant improvement in rank-one recognition

(c)
Figure 3: Cumulative Match Characteristics using from
distantly acquired iris images using (a) UBIRIS V2, (b)
FRGC, and (c) CASIA V4 at-distance database.
accuracy for all the three different dataset considered in the
experiments. The rank-one recognition accuracy achieved
from CASIA V4 (90.43%) is the highest while those from
the FRGC dataset (33.2%) is the lowest.

4.2 Results from the Verification Experiments
The receiver operating characteristics from the
authentication experiments using UBIRIS V2 database is
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4.3 Results from the Other Iris Databases
In order to ascertain the performance from the sparse
representation of local orientation features, we performed
experiments on low resolution iris images which are
available in IITDv1 database [27]. Figure 5 illustrates the
CMC plots and the ROC plots from the experiments on all
the 224 subject dataset (1120 images) using leave-one-out
strategy and generating average of results. The image
segmentation, unwrapping and enhancement steps were
same as detailed in [20] and resulted in 48 × 432 pixels
images for the feature extraction. The experimental results,
both from the verification and recognition experiments, are
quite promising (achieve rank-one accuracy of 99.01% and
equal error rate of 0.71%).

(a)

Figure 5: Receiver Operating Characteristics and
Cumulative Match Characteristics using IITDv1 iris
database.

(b)

We also evaluated performance of the developed
approach using CASIA V3 database (left eyes) from all the
411 subjects in the database. We employed first seven
images from each of the 411 subjects (2877 images) for the
experiments. The image segmentation, unwrapping and
enhancement steps were similar as detailed in [20] and
resulted in 64 × 512 pixel images for the feature extraction.
The number of genuine scores from this experiments were
2466 (411  6) and the number of imposter matches were
1,011,060 (411  410  6). The experimental results
achieve average rank-one recognition accuracy of 93.81%
and equal error rate of 3.96%. The results in figure 5-6
suggest effectiveness of this approach even for the near
infrared iris databases acquired from the close distances.

(c)
Figure 4: Receiver Operating Characteristics using from
distantly acquired iris images using (a) UBIRIS V2, (b)
FRGC, and (c) CASIA V4 at-distance database.
is shown in figure 4(a). This figure also illustrates the
corresponding performance when monogenic log Gabor
and 1-D log Gabor are employed for the verification
experiments. The experimental results in figure 4 suggest
that the sparse representation of local orientation features
generate significant improvement in the performance for
the verification experiments similar to those trends
observed from the recognition experiments.

Figure 6: Receiver Operating Characteristics and
Cumulative Match Characteristics using CASIA V3 iris
database.
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paper and suggest that iris recognition from FRGC dataset
is also feasible and can possibly be used to further improve
the performance for the face recognition. Our experiments
in this paper have only employed single-scale sparse
representation of orientation features, primarily to limit the
computations.
However
the
multi-scale
sparse
representation of LRT based orientation features, as
explored in [2], is expected to further improve the
performance and is suggested for further work.

5. Conclusions and Further Work
This paper has investigated a new approach for
at-a-distance iris recognition using sparse representation of
local texture features. The experimental results are
presented on three publicly available databases, i.e.,
UBIRIS V2, FRGC, and CASIA V4, both for the
recognition and verification experiments. These
experimental results illustrate significant improvement
over two baseline approaches (using 1-D log Gabor and
monogenic log Gabor filter) considered in this work. One
of the key advantages of selecting the Radon transform
based dictionary for sparse representation is related to it’s
the computational simplicity as it just requires simple
summation operations. Another favorable factor for using
this dictionary lies in the significantly reduced template
size as the LRT operations have associated down sampling
effect which reduces the template size by a factor of w2 (w
is line width) as compared to those using Gabor, sDoG or
other spatial filters.
The experimental results from the visible illumination
at-a-distance imaging databases, i.e. UBIRIS V2 and
FRGC, databases are quite promising but not yet matured
for real applications. The average rank-one recognition
accuracy from these two, at-a-distance visible illumination
imaging, databases is poor and may only be suitable for
surveillance and forensic applications. The reason for this
can primarily be attributed to the imaging resolution.
According to the ISO Standard 19794-6 for iris data [11],
the iris diameter should be at least 200 pixels. However, the
average iris diameter from both of these two databases fails
to meet such criteria. Our experiments have estimated that
the average iris diameter from FRGC is ~ 62 pixels (61.72,
much less than half of the requirement suggested in [5])
while those from UBIRIS V2 database is ~123 (122.48)
pixels. The average iris diameter from these two databases
was generated using the ground truth masks employed in
earlier study [14]. In our experiments, we did not make any
attempt to discriminate or reject iris images based on
imaging resolution or quality, primarily to benchmark and
ensure repeatability of the experiments. Recent
publications [17]-[18] have also explore at-a-distance iris
verification but only on the UBIRIS database. The
experimental results presented in this paper from the
verification experiments on UBIRIS database compare
quite favorably, e.g. with [15] using co-occurrence phase
histograms or with [17] using LBP, in terms of complexity,
template size or performance. However one to one such
comparison may be quite difficult due to lack of details on
the training parameters in some of such recent publications.
The addition of periocular features in the face image
matching has shown [10] to significantly improve the face
recognition performance. However, in the best of our
knowledge, the possibility of iris recognition from this
distantly acquired face image dataset has not yet been
attempted. Such experiments have been presented in this
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Appendix A
The parameters for the evaluation of independent test
dataset were selected from the training database as detailed
in table 2. The selection of parameters for each of the three
databases is illustrated in the following where R1RR
denotes the average rank-one recognition accuracy, EER
denotes average equal error rate from the corresponding
(training) dataset.
UBIRIS V2
Sparse Orientation using LRT

CASIA V4
Sparse Orientation using LRT

Monogenic Log-Gabor

Monogenic Log-Gabor
1-D Log Gabor
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